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214.819.9993 or visit 
www.cogniserv.com

Innovative document 
services & enterprise 
software solutions
Headquartered in Dallas, Texas, Cogniserv is an innovative 
leader in document management services and data collection 
software technologies that cross all industry barriers. 
Our Document Services cover the spectrum from traditional 
document management to the most sophisticated processes 
and technologies. Innovation in enterprise data collection 
technology also sets us apart with mobile workforce 
automation and field data collection, via mobile technologies.

Cogniserv helps companies around the world improve 
productivity through rapid information exchange between the 
office and the field. Our solutions fully leverage the features of 
smartphones and tablets to capture critical data in real time. 
This creates transparency and enables businesses to better 
manage their mobile workforce.

From basic document scanning to custom enterprise software, 
Cogniserv is committed to delivering best in class services and 
building innovative products that drive the highest value for 
every client.
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Services & products to 
improve productivity
Document Services    
Document Management Services have long been the cornerstone at 
Cogniserv, providing exceptional support, from creation to archiving, and 
nearly everything in between.

Our experienced team of experts have developed a repeatable document 
services model to ensure all documentation is properly managed and 
maintained:

Software & Mobile Business Services
Our expert software engineers can develop a customized solution, tailored to 
meet your specific business needs. We’re experienced with the most up-to-
date technologies for:

Mobile Workforce Applications

Accounts Payable Automation
Human error is always a concern, especially when it comes to managing 
finances. With our AP Automation solution, which utilizes Palette’s Enterprise 
Purchase to Payment solution, you’ll lower your chances for human error 
with an improved digital accounting system.

Our AP Automation solution accelerates the accounting process by 
automatically handling certain aspects of invoicing and purchase orders, and 
provides an in-depth analysis on the company. Free up your accounting team 
from repetitive tasks to focus more on the business.

•	 SaaS and MaaS 
Development

•	 Mobile Applications

•	 Proof-of-Concept
•	 Desktop Applications
•	 Enterprise Applications

•	 Preservation
•	 Imaging & Scanning
•	 Indexing

•	 Re-creation
•	 Cloud-based Document 

Repository

Automate workflow and improve 
customer satisfaction with the FieldServ 
app. Through improved dispatch and job 
assignments, faster field data collection, 
and advanced client insight and 
feedback, FieldServ will help streamline 
the project life cycle from start to finish.

FieldServ’s intuitive design utilizes 
built-in mobile tools, such as WiFi, GPS, 
Bluetooth, cameras, and is still fully 
operational when offline.

For field staff, filling out paper forms 
is often repetitive and time consuming. 
FormServ changes that. 

Through this mobile application, you 
can easily create customizable forms, 
quickly record data, and send reports 
immediately, completing data capture 
like never before.

No paper, no duplication, no lag time. 
Just legible efficiency.


